
1. Let’s practice English!  
Per a aquesta setmana us proposem treballar aquest text: GREECE GETS 
TOURISTS. A partir d'ell, posarem en marxa les quatre destreses (escoltar, llegir, 
escriure i parlar), per aquest ordre: 
 

1. First, listen the audio. What it's about? Take notes if you need It. 
https://youtu.be/GHDQ-fiBUmk  

2. Secondly, read the text. In this way, you will check if you have understood 
the audio. 

3. Next, answer the questions about the text. 
4. And finally, choose a phrase from the text that you liked. Look it up in the 

audio and try to repeat it by checking the pronunciation. 
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Greece is a country in Europe. Many tourists visit it every year. Last year, Greece gets more 
than $19 billlion from tourism. 

Now, the situation is different. Many countries around the world have difficult rules about 
traveling. Airlines are canceling their flights. People cannot travel. It is bad for travel 
companies, hotels, and restaurants. 

Greece has a new idea. The country starts a website. The website is for tourists. It is very 
interesting and attractive. There are videos and articles about Greece. They show Greek 
history, culture, or famous people. 

Greece hopes that tourists like the website. The Greek government’s tourism organization 
hopes that tourists come back when the coronavirus pandemic ends. 

Difficult words: tourism (when people visit different places for a holiday or 
business), tourist (a person who travels for a holiday or business), attractive (very 
interesting and pleasant), pandemic (when there is a disease in many countries). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reading comprehension questions: 

1) What continent does Greece belong to? 
 

a.  Asia 
b.  America 
c.  Africa 
d.  Europe 
  

2) On the web we can learn about the history and culture of Greece:  
 

  �   True 
  �   False 
  

3) Why is it bad for travel companies, restaurants and hotels that people can’t 
travel? 

 
 
 
4) Do you like the idea that Greece has had? Why? 
 
 
 
 
5) What would you do to encourage people to visit our area?

 


